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Abstract Active corrosion on storage tank floors gives rise to acoustic emission. The acoustic emission may be 

detected from the outside of the tank wall while the tank is full of product. The data can be interpreted to evaluate 

the extent of corrosion on the tank floor and this information can assist in the decision to defer entry or to schedule 

an internal inspection. This study looks at common noise sources commonly present during these surveys and how 

to identify them. The most common problem with acoustic emission tank floor testing is the unidentified noise in 

the data contributing to an inaccurate result. EN 15856:2010 ‘General principles of AE testing for detection of 

corrosion within metallic surrounding filled with liquid’, is applicable to metallic storage tanks but here is very little 

content about noise sources. A good knowledge of common noise sources can allow testing in noisy environments 

with accurate results. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
In 1998, a correlation study was published between acoustic emission (AE) active corrosion 

test results of storage tank floors and the follow-up internal floor scans [1].  In 2010, a 

European standard has been developed for this type of test “EN 15856, Non-destructive 

testing - Acoustic emission - General principles of AE testing for the detection of corrosion 

within metallic surrounding filled with liquid’ [2].  The main challenge with this type of work 

is incorrect data interpretation due to unidentified background noise and the subsequent effect 

on the test results.  The normal frequency range is below 80kHz so as to be able to ‘listen’ to 

active corrosion from over 50m away so it is no surprise that noise will be detected from 

numerous sources at this sensitivity.  Common types of noise sources are discussed in this 

paper that are commonly encountered during AE testing of storage tanks for corrosion 

evaluation and how to remove the noise from the data.  Inaccurate results not only affect the 

company who have done the work but also have a very negative effect on the field of acoustic 

emission.   

 

Personnel engaging with this type of work according to EN 15856 [2], should be certified 

according to EN 9712 [3] in acoustic emission.  This certification does not require any specific 

understanding or experience in storage tanks design or inspection however.  The purpose of 

this paper is to assist such personnel with data interpretation by providing guidance.  Not only 

will the tank owner benefit from this type of constructive cooperation but the contactors will 

also reduce the risk of providing inaccurate test results.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Photograph of storage tanks. 
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2.  Acoustic emission (AE) from active corrosion on a tank floor 
 

As corrosion product is formed at the tank floor, stress increases at the interface between the 

steel and the existing corrosion.  This stress causes corrosion to break up and fall away 

generating acoustic emission as it does so.  The resulting compression waves transmit through 

the liquid product and may be detected from the outside of the storage tank wall by the AE 

sensors.  Acoustic emission activity is proportional to corrosion rates.  With a constant corrosion 

environment, the corrosion rate and the consequent acoustic emission activity should be 

progressing at a constant rate.  Underside corrosion and topside corrosion are both detected by 

this technique. 

 

2.1 AE waveforms emanating from active corrosion. 

 

The sensor used to collect the example waveform shown below in figure 3 was a VS150-RIC.  

The characteristics of the sensor are shown below in figure 2.  The frequency spectrum from 

active corrosion is quite broad as can be seen from figure 2, however, due to high frequency 

attenuation, the detection frequency range noted in EN 15856 [2] for tank testing is 20kHz to 

80kHz when wave propagation through the liquid is utilised.  The waveform shown on figure 

2 propagated through liquid but only at a very distance of 150 millimetres.   

 

 
 

Figure 2. Frequency response of a VS150-RIC sensor.. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Acoustic emission waveform from active corrosion with associated broad frequency spectrum. 

 



2.2 AE signal features from advanced corrosion and young corrosion. 
 

Young corrosion generates AE and as it matures, the corrosion product thickness increases 

dramatically.  Each millimetre or steel produces approximately ten millimetres of corrosion.  

As the corrosion thickness increases, the AE waveforms become longer in duration.  This 

phenomenon should be exploited to describe active corrosion on the tank floor and should 

assist with evaluation but it also demonstrates the risk when attempting to use signal features 

to segregate noise sources.  Signature envelopes from corrosion are too wide to be used as an 

effective filtering strategy. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. AE duration versus amplitude correlation plot for active corrosion. 

 

3.  Common noise sources from tanks 

 
Unlike the predictable corrosion data already discussed, noise sources can produce almost any 

kind of signals.  The signal features are affected by a number of factors such as attenuation 

and test threshold and rejecting data by post filtering based on signal features is not a good 

approach.  Data from noise sources can easily look like corrosion data if not identified. 

 

3.1  Identify external noise sources  prior to data acquisition 
 

A number of common noise sources may be detected and should be evaluated prior to the tank 

test.  The following examples include some advisory steps to assist with noise reduction or 

elimination.   

 

3.1.1 Adjacent process noise conducted along connecting pipework 

A quick check of connecting pipework using a portable AE unit or one of the sensors from the 

workstation will reveal process noise coming into the tank from connecting pipework.  

Measurements should be taken at the tank and some distance along the pipes to provide effective 

information about surrounding noise.  Process noise is present if AE levels are higher away from 

the tank.  Process noise may include loading to or from a ship for example with associated 

running pumps.  Discuss with operations and they may be able to stop the noise source once you 

have identified it or at least provide  information about the noisy process to enable a more 

suitable test time to be planned.  Unexpected process changes occasionally occur during a test. 
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corrosion gives 

longer duration 

signals. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Photograph of storage tank connecting pipework. 

 

3.1.2 Leaking valve noise 
Valves that do not completely close on the inlet/outlet pipes occasionally produce noise, 

however the noise may be reduced or eliminated by closing another valve downstream.  AE is 

commonly used to check valves for leakage when they are closed with a differential pressure so 

this is an established source of AE.  If a valve is leaking product into or out of the tank there 

may also be additional associated product movement noise inside the tank to be aware of.  

Explain the problem to the operators and they may successfully close the valve by applying 

more force. 

 

3.1.3 Floating roof drains 

Floating roof tanks have drains that require many hours to completely drain rainwater from the 

roof.  A good check here is to seek permission to look at the roof and see if there is a collection 

of water at any of the roof drains.  The valves at the base of the tank are often closed to avoid 

product escaping if the flexible roof drain ruptures but in some cases they are normally open to 

reduce the risk of rainwater building up on the roof.   
 

3.1.4 Environmental noise sources 

Wind and rain will generate noise on the tank.  Even light rain will collect on the roof and drop 

down to the ground making noise at the tank base near the lower row of sensors.  Wind will 

move the structure especially a floating roof tank with its associated roof ladder on rollers.  The 

upper row of sensors will assist in efficient removal of this type of noise in some cases but the 

best action here is to collect test data when the weather conditions are favourable. 

 
3.2  Identify internal noise sources during data acquisition 

 

Inevitably, there will be an element of noise contained in the data collected during a tank test.  

Sources of noise originating from inside the tank are discussed in the following paragraphs with 

guidance how to identify them and recommended actions. 

 



3.2.1 Settling Noise 

After the tank is filled or emptied with product, there is a period of up to approximately 24 

hours where the data rate is reducing due to settling noise.  In the case of smaller tanks the 

settling time is significantly less but it is not an exact science.  The settling period is complete 

when the data reduces to a point when it is constant.   

 

The primary settling noise is due to product movement inside the tank.  This may have been 

caused by product flow in/out of the tank or by product agitators for example in crude tanks.  

Not only is the product moving of course but any sediment/sand suspended in the product will 

also be coming to rest on the tank floor and the energy in the moving product takes time to 

dissipate.   

 

The secondary source of noise comes from the foundation itself.  Subsidence occurs when the 

tank is filled and the diameter of the tank increases by a small amount due to the increased 

stress caused by product weight.  This is one reason the floor plates are only thick at the 

annular ring.  The floor stretches and shrinks each time the tank experiences a cycle.  A 

common fault with tank floors is floor ripples according to an Engineering Equipment and 

Materials Users’ Group internal inspection (EEMUA 159) [4].  Prior to an AE tank floor test, 

switch off heaters, stop flow in/out of the tank, close the valves and wait for the tank to 

stabilise.  If a short settling time has been provided the data rate should be checked for a 

general decrease to reveal or confirm the presence of settling noise. 

 
3.2.2 Internal product condensation 

Existing only on fixed roof tanks, this phenomenon is capable of generating constant high data 

rates of noise that will obstruct a test from being done.  If the data rate from internal 

condensation is low enough, the top row of sensors will effectively remove most of it.  A clear 

indication that internal condensation noise exists in the data is the presence of a regular pattern 

on the location plot.  As the drips fall from the structure below the roof plates they can often 

locate with a similar shape to the roof structure.  Corrosion doesn’t occur in radial lines.  The 

most effective method to reduce this noise is to increase the product level as high as possible 

thus reducing the vapour space.   

 
3.2.3 Heating coils 

Normally steam heating coils are used but in some cases, heating pipes containing heated oil is 

used.  The noise from flowing steam is normally very clear however in the case of a leaking 

valve that does not close properly, small flow may remain in the system and this will also affect 

the test results.  Check the valves for flow by taking a reading at the valve and around the valve 

and beware of excessive heat.  Normally when a heating valve is closed for a period of hours it 

will cool to a similar temperature to the tank.  Heated tanks are usually insulated and so is the 

heating pipes so insulation may have to be removed to allow measurements to be taken from the 

valve if there are no exposed areas.  A leaking valve will give more AE at the valve than the 

surrounding pipework and the highest reading should be very local to the leak so measurements 

at a number of positions around the valve body are recommended.  The heat from the steam will 

aggressively corrode the associated pipework and valves therefore corrosion damage is 

common.  Corrosion from the heating coil itself may affect the result.  It is good practice to 

obtain a drawing of the tank internal heaters to check against the resultant AE corrosion map.  

The most active corrosion activity in this case would likely be the heating coils and this data 

would have to be analysed in using both rows of sensors to determine the height of sources.  A 

photograph of oil filled heating coils is shown in figure 6 to illustrate an extreme example of 

how significant the heating coils can be when using AE to test the tank floor for active 

corrosion. 



 
 

 
Figure 6. Photograph of an oil filled heating coil inside a storage tank. 

 

3.2.4 Thermal effects 

The temperature of a tank is often changing.  Direct sunlight will heat the walls and the roof but 

the sun is always moving relative to the tank so producing thermal expansion and contraction of 

the shell plates, roof plates and associated attachments.  Even at night time the entire tank cools 

gradually till sunrise.   

 

In the case of fixed roof tanks there is a low pressure in the gas space and as the tank warms up 

or cools down the pressure is released by dedicated pressure release valves on the roof.  

Approximately five percent of the product in a refinery is lost to evaporation and part of that 

loss is through these valves as the tank is filled or heated.  Bursts of noise from these valves are 

clearly identifiable in the time domain graphs and can be verified by checking the data hit’s the 

top row of sensors first.   

 

Floating roof crude oil tanks generate gas from the wall heat.  Special roof seals exist to allow 

the gas to escape on floating roof tanks which is another contributory factor in refinery 

evaporation losses.  The thermal effects are less prominent with insulated tanks.  It can be 

beneficial to acquire data before sunrise in some cases because the tank is most thermally stable 

at this time.     

 

3.2.5 Internal sacrificial anodes 

An interesting noise source is internal sacrificial anodes designed to reduce internal floor 

corrosion.  Very few tanks have them but anodes will generate their own acoustic emission while 

active.  They should appear on the location plot but in cases where the activity is high, the data 

rate may obstruct the location algorithm from revealing the positions of the sacrificial anodes.  

This may produce a test result indicating active corrosion on the floor when in fact the data source 

is the sacrificial anodes.  Corrosion from anodes give smaller signals than regular floor corrosion 

so it is possible to filter and calculate a result but careful manipulation is required with this 

situation and the more information provided about the anodes the easier the interpretation will be.  

An unusually high quantity of low count data will result from internal anodes.  Front-end filters 

may be required to reduce the data rate instead of increasing test threshold. 



3.2.6 Active floor leaks 

Floor perforations do not always generate AE for a number of reasons.  They may not be leaking 

at the time of the test, they may be too small to generate fluid turbulence or they may be 

‘hidden’, by corrosion data.   

 

A continuous leak will generate low amplitudes at a high constant data rate.  This type of data 

exhibits what is known as a high ‘crest’ value which means that there is a small difference 

between not detecting it at all and data saturation occurring on a given channel.  The nearby 

channel(s) may be saturated and the others have no signal from farther away.  In this case it is 

less critical to give an accurate corrosion assessment because the active leak takes priority.   

 

A leak that stops and starts for example on a crude tank containing silt may be completely 

missed during the test period however the bursts that are generated while active by the 

turbulence in this case are easily detected and located to a cluster source.  The irregular data rate 

they produce will also confirm that the source of acoustic emission is not from active corrosion.  

Again the conclusion with this type of result is that the corrosion activity cannot be assessed 

accurately because of the presence of an active leak, however the recommendation will be to 

take the tank out of service for repair at this point. 

 

4.  Data analysis in the time domain 
 

Post-test data filtering based on signal features is not a good practice as previously discussed in 

2.2, however there are a number of alternative analysis techniques that are very effective to 

adopt.  Active corrosion is expected to continue at a constant rate and so too is the acoustic 

emission data resulting from it.  Isolated bursts of data are easily removed from test data by 

using software tools.  The origin of the noise source must be known before it is removed in 

case the data source is a floor leak as described in 3.2.6 or advanced corrosion activity.  If the 

data quality is too low to manage then a re-test should be attempted with improved conditions. 

 

4.1  Inconsistent noise 

 

AE data versus time can be used to reveal noise being present if the data rate is not constant.  

Example data is given in the following paragraphs to demonstrate how data may be analysed 

in the time domain. 

 

4.1.1  Events versus time 

An example of noisy data is shown in figure 7.  Obvious peaks and troughs are present in the 

data rate that would be expected from noise sources related to for example variations in wind 

speed, thermal changes caused by passing clouds while the tank is intermittently exposed to 

direct sunlight or from a leaking floor on a crude oil tank.  These are typical examples of noise 

that can affect the data rate in this way.  An intermittent tank floor leak may also give results 

similar.  The window in time that shows least data may be considered the most genuine 

sample in this example.  To complete a good test, the identified noise should be reduced and 

to allow a for noise to be filtered in the time domain, a longer test period will be required.  

The times with high data rates can then be selectively removed from the test data leaving a 

good sample for evaluation. 

 



 
 

Figure 7. AE corrosion events versus time containing high levels of noise in the time domain. 

 

4.1.2  Amplitude versus time 

Amplitude versus time can also reveal irregular data patterns in the time domain.  Corrosion 

amplitudes should be evenly distributed in time so if an inconsistency is observed, this should 

be investigated in detail to establish the cause.  The data displayed in figure 8 is the same file 

as in figure 7.  The majority of data below was generated by noise.   

 

 
 

Figure 8. AE corrosion amplitudes versus time containing noise in the time domain.. 

 

5.  Statistical data analysis 

 
The statistical analysis of amplitudes should show a classic distribution of amplitudes if no 

noise is present.   

 

5.1  Hits versus amplitude 
 

The data shown in the figure below exhibits a straight line from top right to lower left.  This is 

an example of clean data.  The maximum amplitudes is in excess of 90dB
AE

 and from the 

threshold of 40dB
AE

 there is a clear gradient.  If there is noise in the data, this line may for 

example reveal two gradients or may contain an unusual curve.  A straight line is not evidence 

that noise is not present but if something other than a straight line is observed, the data needs 

to be analysed in more detail to identify the noise source. 

 

Least noise time window. 

Data rate peaks. 



 
 

Figure 9. AE corrosion hits (logarithmic) versus amplitude.. 

 

6.  Conclusions 
 

The detection of acoustic emission from active corrosion led to the evolution of tank floor 

testing of in-service flat bottom tanks for active corrosion assessment by acoustic emission 

monitoring.  The information provided by these tests contribute useful information towards the 

maintenance planning of these tanks by allowing prioritisation before they are taken out of 

service.  As I have experienced myself in many cases, there are many noise sources that can 

easily affect the final result and recommendation.  We all want good results and hopefully there 

is something in this paper that will contribute towards a better understanding to the field.   

 

With the recently introduced European standard, EN 15856 [2], there are now more companies 

involved with AE tank floor testing than ever before.  Our experience goes back to 1997 and our 

AE team hold certification according to EN 9712 [3] as well as EEMUA 159 [4].  At TUV 

Rheinland Sonovation we are keen to assist with any technical matters to anyone involved with 

this type of work.     
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